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ACRL Framework for Information Literacy
for Higher Education
Frames
• Authority Is Constructed and Contextual
• Information Creation as a Process
• Information Has Value
• Research as Inquiry
• Scholarship as Conversation
• Searching as Strategic Exploration

Information Has Value
Information possesses several dimensions of value, including as a
commodity, as a means of education, as a means to influence, and
as a means of negotiating and understanding the world. Legal and
socioeconomic interests influence information production and
dissemination.
The value of information is manifested in various contexts, including
publishing practices, access to information, the commodification of
personal information, and intellectual property laws. The novice learner
may struggle to understand the diverse values of information in an
environment where “free” information and related services are plentiful
and the concept of intellectual property is first encountered through rules
of citation or warnings about plagiarism and copyright law. As creators
and users of information, experts understand their rights and
responsibilities when participating in a community of scholarship. Experts
understand that value may be wielded by powerful interests in ways that
marginalize certain voices. However, value may also be leveraged by
individuals and organizations to effect change and for civic, economic,
social, or personal gains. Experts also understand that the individual is
responsible for making deliberate and informed choices about when to
comply with and when to contest current legal and socioeconomic

X170: A Massive Onboarding Experience
2600 incoming Freshmen
"Learners who are developing their information literate abilities
give credit to the original ideas of others through proper attribution
and citation" - The Framework

Citation is often contextualized within the "current culture of
plagiarism hysteria"
(Jamieson & Howard, 2013, p. 113).
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"Learners who are developing their information literate abilities
give credit to the original ideas of others through proper attribution
and citation" - The Framework

Citation is often contextualized within the "current culture of
plagiarism hysteria"
(Jamieson & Howard, 2013, p. 113).
Video link here

Approach 1: Cost and
Value of Business
Information Sources
LuMarie Guth, Western Michigan University
BRASS Fall Thing, October 20, 2021

Activity Management
1. Introduce yourselves to your table
2. Pick a scribe (or 2)
3. Remember “perfect is the enemy of good”
4. Think of how you would use these activities in the
context of your instruction

Information Has Value
Information possesses several dimensions of value, including as a
commodity, as a means of education, as a means to inﬂuence, and as a
means of negotiating and understanding the world. Legal and
socioeconomic interests inﬂuence information production and
dissemination.

BUS 1000 Class Activity: CNBC K-Beauty
Instructor’s Guide
● Objective: Students will determine the value of each type of information source based on the metrics of
cost and impact on the problem.

● Alignment: WMU Libraries ILCC Think Critically and Evaluate Level 1; ACRL Frame Information has
Value; AACSB General Skill Area Analytical Thinking

● Part 1: Students will watch the CNBC video “How K-Beauty Took over Global Skin Care” and focus on
how the video uses information from different sources to inform their presentation of the skin care
industry and market trends.

● Part 2: Students will work individually, in pairs, or in groups with the activity packets to place 5 sources
of information on the “Value of Information” matrix using the measurements of cost and impact on the
problem.

● Part 3: Students will use Qualtrics to input which quadrant of the matrix each information source ﬁts.
● Part 4: The librarian presents the aggregated responses and discusses how each quadrant ﬁts a value
type (low cost, low impact=nice to have; low cost, high impact=quick wins; high cost low
impact=de-prioritize; high cost, high impact=strategic wins.

Choosing a Video
● Time
○ 8 minutes or less—in class
○ More than 8 minutes—pre class activity

● Uses a variety of source types
○ Cites them on the “slide”
○ Images of the source itself or chart/table with source clearly cited

● Other factors
○ Recent
○ Interesting
○ Diverse
○ Classroom Appropriate

YouTube Videos that Cite Business Sources Well
● CNBC

https://www.youtube.co
m/channel/UCvJJ_dzjViJC
oLf5uKUTwoA

● The Food Theorists

https://www.youtube.co
m/channel/UCHYoe8kQ7Gn9ASOlmI0k6Q

https://bit.ly/3uK9S5a
“How K-Beauty Took over Global Skin Care” by
CNBC https://youtu.be/rS6Ifm_YecQ
Burns, A. C., Veeck, A., & Bush, R. F. (2017).
Marketing research / Alvin C. Burns, Ann Veeck,
Ronald F. Bush. (Eighth edition). Pearson.

Our Results

Explaining the Matrix

Nandakumar, M. (2018). Lean Product Management: Successful
Products from Fuzzy Business Ideas. United Kingdom: Packt
Publishing.

BUS 1000

MKTG 3710

Approach two: information has
value in decision-making
Ilana Stonebraker

Information has value in decision making
Information serves as a means of education, as a means to influence, and as a
means of negotiating and understanding the world
the value of information can be leveraged by individuals and organizations to
effect change and for civic, economic, social, or personal gains.

Context and Lesson Goals
●
●
●

40 students, groups of four
Use company databases as well as press releases
Combine both the finding of relevant information and the weighing of the
different types of information, in order to decide what aspects of the
information are most important for the decision at hand.
○

Make a relevant decision

Prework
●
●

Watch videos on how to use company databases and take a short quiz.
Read through a similar group challenges, so prepared to work

Activity

Assessment
●
●
●

Midterm group assessment (n = 38)
All groups said the class had improved their decision-making.
Students mentioned they learned more about making decisions in teams from having taken
the course, including making better decisions (n = 7), faster decisions (n = 4), and more
informed decisions (n ¼ 14). A large group also indicated that they better understood bias
and fallacies (n = 10)

Stonebraker, Ilana, and Heather A. Howard. "Evidence-based decision-making: awareness,
process and practice in the management classroom." The Journal of Academic Librarianship 44.1
(2018): 113-117.

Approach three:
Information Value and
Underrepresented Voices
Grace Liu
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Questions?

Next Up:
Instruction Materials : Share-and-receive-athon using BLExIM
3pm CT/4pm ET

REMO will remain open until the next presentation starts:
Feel free to hang out and mingle!

